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Camp Croukett
Texas city, Tex., Marcii 1. The
big military machine which will "e
the Second army division was, today
poured into Galveston and Texas Ci-by trains which at times choked the
various lines of railway which, con- HOUSE AND SENATE
is
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BOTH VOTE HENRY JACKSON WATERS TO BE GOVERNMENT
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verge here.
TO PROHIBIT
INTERSTATE
SECRETARY OF DEPARTMENT
SOLVE THE CORN PRODUCTS
In
horses
Soldiers
marching,
LIQUOR SHIPMENTS'.
OF AGRICULTURE
REFINING COMPANY
BE CHARITABLE.
troops and great loads of equipment
terfrom
the
railway
quickly spread
tlie appointed places an WILL HELP THE DRY STATES IS
PRESIDENT OF A SCHOOL ACCUSED OF RAISING PRICES
WISH ORDER TO BE RESTORED minals to
Camp Crockett at Galveston and ;ne
headquarters camp hero.
ENCOURAGEMENT
OF
DECLARE
Major General William H. Carter, PERSONS RESIDING THERE WILL HEADS THE FARMERS' COLLEGE DEFENDANT CORPORATION ALSO
BE UNABLE TO BUY BOOZE
OF THE SUNFLOWER
SHOULD
BE
NATION
STATE
SAID TO HAVE MADE UNFAIR
THIS
commanding the Second division, eshis
temporartablished
BY
EXPRESS.
headquarters
IS
AND
REPUBLIC.
THE
GIVEN
COMPETITION
EFFICIENT,
He directs
ily in an office building.
each unit by telephone as it arrives
IT MAY BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL IS FAVOEED BY MR. BRYAN TRIED
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RANT CARRANZA.
Mexico City, March j A request
to the people of the United States

"to extend all possible aid and encouragement to the Mexican people
in their efforts to establish good government" is contained In a resolution published by the American colony in Mexico City today.
The Americans held a mass meeting last night. Speakers deprecated
the public action in the United
States by publication of articles misthe Mexican people.
representing
Statements that during the street
fighting American citizens sought
safety' under the British flag also
were denounced.
United States Ambassador Wilson
was praised by the gathering for ' noble and patriotic services."
Aubert to Crush Rebels.
General Campos and his force of
1,200 men, seasoned by p.. year's service in Orozco's army, will join the
government troops under General
Aubert in a campaign "gainst the reb-e- l
governor, Carranza, tn me state or
Coahuila, according to war department advices ioday from Torreon.
More Rumors of Revolt
With this additional force General
Aubert will have approximately 5,0o0
men in his column and jsnould have
'iittle difficulty in suppressing the revolt. Carranza is supposed to command only 2,000 mem
Alberto Guajuardo, a, commander
of irregulars and a close friend of
Carranza, has jointed' the Coahuila
rebellion. He occupied with 60
men, the wining camps at Las Espe- ranzas, Muscuiz and Ahuita. Fran-- ,
Mexiclsca Villa, who has
co, is thought to have joined former
Governor Maytorena of the state of
Sonora, who is In possession of Agua
Prieta, Nacozara and Fronteras on
the international border. Official reports state that 3,500 rebels have
surrendered in the state of Puebla
and Vera Cruz, l,90u in tne state of
Mexico and a number of small detachments in many of the other states.
General Felipe Angeles, who was
this week appointed military attache
was today formally
to Belgium,
charged with "the unwarranted execution of Miguel Garduna during the
fighting in the capital." Garduna's
uncle is governor of the state of
Mexico.
Although

the government troops
have taken possession of the city of
'
Aguas Calientes, Governor Fuente
has made his escape to the hills with
a small following. He took all the
available state funds with him.

Rebellious Governor Repents.
El Paso, Tex., March 1 Abraham
the Chihuahua governor
Gonzales,
deposed and jailed, Is a free man today at Chihuahua City. Charges of
sedition held against hjm by the mili
are said to nave
tary authorities
been cancelled on promise that Gon- ....... 1,1
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Bedford Denies Charges
E. T. Bedford, president of the Com
Prodiif 'ts Refining company, issued to
day a statement commenting on tne
government's suit in which he main-

tains that the defendant concerned
has had only a fair share of the country's business and has been a factor
in reducing the cost of living. We
state these facts," he said, "in the
hope that our shareholders, jarticu-larlthe small holders, may not get
unduly alarmed in consequence ol
this action and be induced to part
with their holdings at loss than their
value."
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NEWLAND'S FILIBUSTER.
Washington, March 1 Business in
the senate was held up loday by Sen- DECLARES HIS LOVE FOR NE.Jf
JERSEY AND SPEAKS FOR
ator Xewiands, who refused to aliow
a vote on the conference report of
ITS ADVANCEMENT.
the river and harbor impropriation
bill because of certain amendments
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declared today that "trust" is sought by the federal gov- tinue the attack if the conferees become president of the United
Wilson,
make peace l.n tne ooruer siaxS.
o intoxicating
liquors into "dry" they were confident thai Henry jack- ernment in a civil anti-trusuit fil would not agree to items for the me-- States, Woodrow Wilson said:
fore his release late yesterday he is- - gtateSi Tne senate passed It over son
"I cannot pretend that i am not
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cepted the M.exico City government. )ecomes a aw
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Tho former governor it is said,
0n one otner time lu tne last fjf. the president-elect'- s
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erence not to Eay anything, because
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manufacturers
courage independent
lutionary party called constitutionalproval.
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6G per cent of the en- more remarkable as a freak than the
Bryan. Department o!
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ists sprung up.
President Taft based his veto alhere regard him as. one of the tire American production of starch famous Siamese twins, were born to Jersey when I became its governor,
most entirely upon the ground that
sci-,im.v.s of the glucose and 80 per cent of the inter-slat- e Mrs. Joseph, Grebec of 1223 Berwind but that love nas been deepened t.nd
leading
American Seamen Arrested
the bill was unconstitutional in that middle west.
trade tn mixed syrups, the al- street, this city, but died at birth. intensified during tho last' two and a
TLjse ieiders who
Vera Cruz, March 1. The arrest it virtually delegated to the states
knew of his candidasy today consider, leged trust is charged
with fixing The children weighed seven pounds haif years. I now feel a sense of
by federal soldiers early today of six control of interstate traffic in liquor
and were joined at the breast boue identification with the people of this,
as
ed
his
selection
settled.
with
resale
practically
manufacturing
prices;
American seamen from the Ward when, he hold, that control was vestin
such a manner as to constitute al state and the interests of this stat
Redfield
declined
Representative
cheap grade candy at unreasonably
liner Monterey, following the firing of ed solely in congress. Attorney Gento admit or deny that he would low prices In retaliation against con- most one trunk for the two infants. which have seemed to enlarge my
today
a shot, near the custom house, brought eral Wicket-shahad given an opin- be
a member of President Wilson's fectioners who buy starch and glu- Otherwise both, children were nor- own personality and which has been
a vigorous protest from Willi nn Can- ion also holding the bill unconstituHis name was persistently cose from independents; with prac-- ; mal. Local doctors claim this is the the greatest privilege of mv life.
cabinet.
'
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thereupon
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Evidence showed they areall unarmThe senate repassed the bill secretary
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ed' and sober.
early today
promptly last night
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and
it.
about
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destroy competition.
house leaders favoring the measure, nothing
for the moment that" the traveling
"I have nothing to say," was his. Aside from dissolution, the govern-remarGovernor Maytorena Safe.
led by Representative Clayton, chairfrom New Jersey wer. less facile
when fold of the published metit asks for an injunction prohibitTucson, Ariz., March 1. Governor man of the judiciary committee, and
than it is and yet I liave the greatGERMAN
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VESSEL
announcemeut.
The
the
of
trade.
restraint
Soalleged
ing
Webb, one of Its
Maytorena, deposed governor of
Representative
Wilhelmshafen, Germany, March 1 est feeling of confidence in the man
suit recalls the long drawn out fight
nora, has arrived safely at a small framers, began working for an immeA new dreadnought forthe German to whpm I am about to hand this
in
Announced
between the department of agriculBrooklyn
American border town near Nogales, diate
Debate was limited
seal. I have been associated with him
Xew York, March 1. The Brook- ture and the Com Products Refining navy was iaunced here today in the
the bill with
Arizona, Automobiles set out today and the house
with
unusual intimacy of counsel. J
William.
Sie
of
Emperor
company over the branding of its presence
from here to meet him. The gover- a wide margin over the necessary lyn Eagle makes the unqualified
have found in him qualities of hona
be
to
will
first
the
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spethis
a
carry
corn
afternoon
Hermo-sillwarship
syrups.
s
nor's family, already is here.
vote, as the senate had
guns. Her exact esty and courage which, commen.i
cial dispatch from Washington that
It Is alleged that the defendant battery of
the Sonora state capital, is re- done.
not
have
dimensions
been made pub- men more than any other qualities do
O.
Redfield
of
William
combination dismantled many of the
ported quiet today.
in public life.
Supporters of the bill say" it will Representative
has starch and glucose factories it ab- lic, but it is reported that she dis
make effective the prohibition laws Brooklyn has been offered and
"The best in public life is courage
2.".,
000
was
christentons.
She
of
or secretary
sorbed, selling the properties in most places
American Writer Tortured
of "dry" states, which, they say, now accepted the position
and the man who has courage 1
the
in
Wilson's
Koenig.
Woodrow
commerce
covenants
instances under
that thejed
1. John are violated because Intoxicants are
Girard, Kansas, March
marked for distinction; tne man whc
land conveyed should never, or not
Kenneth Turner, an American writer, shipped in to private individuals and
has not is marked for extinction and?
ASK WILSON'S AID.
for a long term of years, he used in
imprisoned in the City of Mexico dur- have the effect of nullifying the lodeserves submersion.
connection with the manufacture ot
Washington, March 1. The mes-ing the recent revolt, was robbed, cal laws.
"The people of this country are gosimilar products.
sage which "General" Jones' band
tortured and threatened with death
to be served by conscience an
ing
to
York
to
deliver
Xew
from
carried
Hhe aleged trust and its predecesTODAY IN CONGRESS.
and appealed without avail to the
not
WILSON
by
TO WELCOME
expediency. When you strike-- a
Wilson
eM? man of
sors are charged with having taken President-elec- t
American ambassador according to a
1.
Final precourage you feel you have-strucWashington, March
: contracts from officers and directors public today. It is an appeal signed
letter received here today by Fred
the
bedrock of our institutions.
welcome
the
for
were
made
1
to parations
D. Warren, editor of the Appeal
Senate: of certain absorbed companies, not to Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, presid&i. ,of It is therefore, with a feeling of conWashington, March
Wilson Monday afto President-elec- t
Xational Woman's Suffrage
Reason, and credited by Warren to ternoon. Mr. Wilson and his family Senator Martin 'jsued call for demo- engage in the business for a period the
fidence and affectiou foi him
of years.
urging Mr. Wilson to
5.
for
Turner.
caucus
March
cratic
that I hand him the seal of.
will reach the union station at, 3:45
.When the Royal Baking Powder mend equal suffrage in his augural r It
Adopted conference report on army
ice."
afternoon. After a
o'clock in the
use
to
influence
his
control ot the address and
.company acquired
hill cjariying
LONDON WOOL AUCTION.
Governor Fielder miid-- j t brief inshort reception in the presidential appropriation
American Maize Products company, throughout his administration in favLondon, March l.Tfte second
address extolling the achieveaugural
room at the station, they will be
amendment.
It is al or of a constitutional
of 1913 wool auction sales will iirt
by Senator Xewiands pre the defendant combination,
Filibuster
ments
and
character or the retiring
esdriven to their hotel in carriages,
for delivering the message
vented adoption of river and harbor leged, threatened to engage in ihe Plans
opened next Tuesday and the closing corted
and
governor
New
bespeaking Xew Jerof
Essex
the
troop
by
of baking powder, resulting have not yet been arranged.
making
is scheduled for March 19. During
bill
conference
report
to
wishes
him for a successful
appropriation
sey's
students
Jersey and the Princeton
the first week 8,000 bales will be
Passed Webb liquor bill in an agreement whereby the Maize
House:
national
administration.
on
a
him
special
who accompany
over the president's veto, 244 to 95. company sold to the defendant the
Mr. Wilson
and the
train.
product not consumed by the ONLY ONE BODY IS
surplus
execunew
walked
the
from
governor
Wilson
In the early evening the
baking powder company. To supress
to the governor's office-througchamber
tive
din
SWINDLF
A
CLEVER
a
will
have
strictly private
family
competition, the .combination Is alLIKE THAT
a cheering crowd. Both rener at. their hotel. John A. Wilson of
iclo., March
Pueblo,
to have employed the Arm of TAKEN
RUINS
leged
a
viewed
,
street parade of marchingr
presidencf
of
the
ranchman
Franklin, Pa., a cousin
Harder, a withy
Stein Hirsch and Company in 1908
clubs and Governor Fielder return.!
t-elect,
is here making plans for
Wash., complained to the
and 1909, to sell glucose at low prices
SAMSON USED the comfort of the family party.
to his office where an informal rc- at 2 o'clock this morning that he as independent manufacturers.
IT IS BELIEVED, HOWEVER, THAT ception was held.
In
Wilson
out
of
fleeced
$23,000
Presiden
has
been
Monday night
When the National Candy company
A SCORE PERISHED IN OM- The president-elec- t
returned to l,t
the Princeton Denver by three men he met at Los
DENVER DOCTOR COMPLIMENTS! wllIbe the moat .of
in 190G the Clinton Sugar
organized
AHA. HOTEL FIRE.
In
Princeton
homo
by automobile.
week
alleged
The
ago.
i a
Angeles a
WITH WRONG ENGLISH
company, whose output
Refining
"t0 pack up" for the trip to Wash.- worked
been
by
had
said,
he
swindle,
COLORADO SOLON.
would come in competition with that
Omaha, March 1. An all night vig- - ington.
means of supposed bets on a myth- of the Corn Products
com- EXPOSURE KILLS MAN.
Refining
il, during which an extra squad of
March 1. Exposure, ical horse nice. He said his compan- pany, the latter,
Denver, Colo., March 1. Dr. John;
bill says, mrorm-- 1(olce! flre companies and a thou-- j
Ray, Ariz.,
TO CIRCLE THE GLOBE,
started
A. Biles on the loor of tho house this hunger and worst of all, thirst, killed ions, after setting his money,
ed candy manufacturers
throughout mnA morDid curiosity seekers were
San
Francisco, March 1. An Amer- a
as
he supposed,
him on train,
the country that unless they bought j pregeut( brought to light but one n
morning walked over to the desk oc- Ernest Sutton of Denver in the Dev- with
delegation numbering 25 to tho
uie ...am
his finger il's Canyon,
a stmicient percentage of tne glucose tlm of the fire ... th0 rewev hotel, world's Sunday school convention to
ills body was brought tor unisagn. i"-cupied by F. B. Tait,
he
under tho tots C Representative Tait here today, and with it Edward Gard-- j Coolrado Springs and he found
they needed from the defendant com- Although it Is believed a score lost be held in Zurich, Switzerland, in
.
nor, of Los Angeles, in a serious con- - was nounn iu.
Dlliat0Ili lt woul(1
and said:
,no thft fiand their lives in tho flames, only four July, sailed for the Orient today t
off nt Pueblo and went fo thej
.
"I want you members of tills lions,' dUion.
wUl thus far are accounted for. Three study Sunday school conditions in
to look at this face. Especially do I
The two left here several aays aw, ponce si.....'"them. In consequence it is alleged of these lost their lives attempting the far cast on their way around the.
tno Covn Products Refining company to escape and one was taken from world.
want you to look at that jaw. If trying to mane their wny on foot to
QUITS acquired control of the Novelty Can- - the ruins during the night
Samson had had that
C0URT COMMISSIONER
jaw all the Miami. When no word of their arm-II. J. Ileintz of Pittsburg,
who
Philistines would have been killed." al had been received, a rescue party. jo(t(,rs,m city, Mo March
company to retaliate against the
The one body thus far recovered heads tho party, is chairman of th
The house was discussing a medic-- j was dispatched.
Missouri supreme court today accept- National Candy company and mnnu- - was that of a woman, Identified as World's Sunday School As-al bill, and Tait opposed it. lilies
confectioners
ed the resignation of Judge Henry C. facturlng
pnivliaslns? that of Miss Alice lior.ncvio, eister Commission of the Orient. Audiences
accused him of having fought, every
RIVERS' NEW MANAGER
of the wife ot the hotel proprietor. have been arranged hi advances ith
jTimmonds of Kansas City as special glucose from independents.
Until prohibited by the interstate A letter addressed to Misa Flora E. the governor of Hawaii, the
bill urged by the mudica.l profession
Los Angeles Calif.. March 1. .loo commissioner to take the testimony
emperor
The house today passed on third Rivers, the Mexican lightweight
the contempt cases against W7il- - commerce commission, the company Wilcox was found near the body re- of Japan, tha governor genera! or
leading the bill dotinin.T a lgal fence frlllt, became a married man today, liani R. Nelson, owner and editor, of Is alleged to have secured from rail- covered. It was dated Harlan, Iowa, Korea and the president of China.
and providing that a farmer whojins bride was Pauline Slert, a native the Kansas City War. The court ap- - roads an excosslva tdiaro of the and a return notice on the envelope
The rnciubcrg f th.e pnrty all corr;-froerects a loctd fence may recover dam-- : California!! of Mexican descent who; iinted Car'es C. Crow, of St. Joseph through rates on account of its own gave the name of Herbert McConnell,
eastern elates end were, rr.tct-taineaies if his crops aro injured by range was Joe's school mate before be en- commissioner and extended the time switching lines, which was allegwl to 47 Main street, Harlan, Iowa. It was
hero for several days
amount to rebates.
to take testimony until March 25.
Flock.
tired the ring.
signed "Lovingly, Mamma."
Uscy said.
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Naval Accident Did Not Occur.
"
Washington, Feb. 1. Rear Admiral
Fletcher, commanding the American
'battleship squadron oft Vera Cruz,
Mexico, In a dispatch to the navy

department today, emphatically denied published reports ...at one per-- ,
son had been killed and three Injured
by the explosion of a shell fired from
one of the battleships during target
practice yesterday.
Rear Admiral Fletcher says there
is no foundation whatever for the
story, Ho points out that the
practice of the Georgia and
Nebraska, which was mado to appear responsible for the alleged accident, look place at sea, out o sight
of land and more than 25 miles from
La Piedra, where the shell was said
to have exploded, and adds:
"The greatest care was exercised
to see that no boats were in line of
our
five or any where
near.''
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10 THE STATE
IHSPECTOR

GENERAL
CLANCY
ATTORNEY
REGARDING
GIVES OPINION
THE OIL CONTROVERSY.

Santa Fe, N. M., March 1. The Investigation into the office of the ter
ritorial coal oil inspector is perfect
to an opinion
ly proper according
rendered by Attorney General Frank
V. Clancy this morning, put the attorney general holds that under the
act creating the office, the monies so
collected for the inspection of oil,
etc., properly belong to the Inspector
and do not revert to any fund.
The opinion is addressed to "Hon.
W. H. H. Llewellyn, chairman 01 special committee, house of representaretives, Santa Fe. N- M." It Is In
the
chairman,
'from
ply to a letter
asking for an opinion as o the office
in question and the disposition of the
funds collected urdor the old territorial coal oil act
The opinion of the attorney general, it is generally conceded, leaves
the committee ample room to continue the investigation into each and every branch of the coal oil inspecting
Hut so far as the use of
business.
the funds are concerned, the opinion
would indicate that the attorney ge
eral believed the coal oil inspector
was the only person accountable for
them and that they weie the emoluments of his office and not subject to
of state govcin-men- t,
any department
other than the governor, to
whom he was required to return a
report.
The opinion of the attorney general is as follows:
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 27, 1913.
Hon. W. H. H. Llewellyn, Chairman
of Special
Committee, House of
Representatives, Santa Fo, N. M.
Dear Sir. I have today received
in which
your letter of yesterday,
you Inform me that, under House
Resolution No. 17 you, with four other members of the house, were 'appointed a committee to investigate
all matters pertaining to the office
of coal oil Inspector, and that the
committee is preparing to make the
Investigation in question, wherefore
you ask, on behalf of the committee,
that I give you an opinion in writing
as to the office of coa'i oil inspector
and, more particularly, whether the
funds collected by the different in
spectors in this state are public
funds or not
The office of coal oil inspector was
established by Chapter CI of the
laws of 1905. In the first section of
that act the office is established and
the method of appointment of the in
spector is provided and in the same
section it is further declared to be
the duty of the inspector to inspect
all oils which are products of petrol
enm brought into the territory for
sale, or used for the punose of il
lumination and to mark, stamp or
brand each nackasre the degree of
-

--

--

IN SUCH PAIN

YMMN

TORE

HER GLOTIIES
Testifies She Was Restored
to Health by Lydia. E.

Pinkhani's Vegetable
Compound.

Malono, N. Y.
ham's Vegetable

to

- " Lycia

n
E.
pnun. I ban certainly clone me a lot
of good. I first heard
of it when I was a
girl and I always said
that if I ever had female trouble I would

take

"I

Pink-Cor-

it

suffered from

organic

inflamma-

tion and would have
B)olls when I would
be in such pain that
I would tear my
ilothes. One day my husband got the
neighbjrs in to see what the matter was
Lui they could not help me. My first
t! ie;;ht was for Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and I sent my husband out for it and took ituntil I was entirely cured. I am a woman of perfect
health and my health and happiness
camo from Lydia E. Pinkham's medicine. You may rest assured that I do
all I can to recommend your wonderful
medicine to my friends."
Mrs. Feed
Stone, Route No. 3, M alone, N. Y.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled.
It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements,
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dow- n
feeling, fiatulency.indigestion, dizziness,
'"
or nervous prostration, Lydia E.
Veretublu Compound '.3 the 6tan-ti:v!ii'"iy for fwnuie HI
Pink-bam-

:t

fire test and s;cific rravity of the
oil as ill e result of the Inspection.
Section 2 of the act requires the
giving of a bond by the Inspector ' i
the territory in the sum of
for the faithful performance of his
duties and gives him power to appoint deputy inspectors.
Section 2 declares that "The inspector or deputy inspector is entitled to demand and receive from
the owners of any oil, gasoline or
naptha inspected, one cent for each
The word
so Inspected."
gallon
"naptha" was stricken out by an
amendatory act, which is Chapter 22
of the lawB cf 1905. This section
makes it the duty pjt each inspector
and each deputy inspector to keep
an accurate record of his inspections
and, at the beginning of each month,
each deputy Inspector is to forward
to the territorial inspector a true
copy of his record and all monies re
ceived hy him for his inspections;
and In January in each year the territorial Inspector is to make and
to the governor a report of the
and
Inspections made by himself
deputies during the preceding calendar year.
Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 refer to violations of the act, whether by dealers
or inspectors and are not material
at the present time.
There is no requirement,
anywhere in the act that the territorial
inspectors is to pay over any of the
monies received, whether by him directly, or from his deputies, but the
deputies are to send to him all monies received by them for inspections.
No provision is made for any salary
to any inspector, and it seems clear
that the inspection foes were intended to constitute the compensation
for all the work performed.
The nature of the office is the
same as that of any other territorial
office, and any matter pertaining to
that office must be a proper subject
of investigation by the legislature.
As to whether the. funds collected
hy the coal oil Inspector are public
funds or not, l am compelled to say
that th,ey muBt be regarded as the
personal property of tne real oil inspector, the only provision of the
statute with regard to them, as hereinbefore indicated, being that the inspector shalj receive them. I am unable to see how they can be consid
ered as public money any more than
are the fees collected by a notary
public for services performed by him,
or by any other officer, whose compensation is hy fees a'one. without
any requirement that they be paid
over to the public treasury.
Very respectfully,

OUSE

FAILS

TO

REPASS SALASY
BILL
SENATE,
HOWEVER, OVERRIDES
GOVERNOR'S VETO BY A
VOTE OF 19 TO 5.

ate appeared with the announcement
of the action of that body on the
salary bill, which is officially known
as Senate Bill No. 144. The veto
message was read and Mr. Chaves
moved that the bill be placed upon
its passage. Major Llewellyn made
a speech favoring the passage of the
bill, so likewise did Mr. Burg and
also Mr. Chrisman, in fact everyone
seemed to be in favor of it, that is
everyone save the democratic members and the iiitle band of faithful
progressives who have uniformly
voted with the minority on every
question which at all savored of poli-tlcThe discussion waxed warm
and the leaders of the house were
busy counting noses. Evidently the
count was not satisfactory. Major
Llewellyn, the republican floors leader, made a motion to adjourn, which
was adopted despite the objection
of Mr. Rogers of Chaves and much
to the disgust of a number of members of the democratic state central
committee who were la the house
when the fight took place.
The only other matter of importance in the house yesterday was the
passage of the resolution for a state
wide
constitutional
prohibition
amendment
This resolution now
goes to the senate where its chances
of passage are said to be good.

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 28. Like a
thunderclap from a clear sky came
the governor's veto of the county
salaries bill yesterday afternoon. The
veto message was timed so as to
reach the senate just before the constitutional limit for action by the executive had pxpired, and only a few
moments before the veto reached the
senate prominent democrats 'Were
declaring that the governor would allow the bill to become a law by limitation.
As to the governor's reasons for
vetoing the bill, there are many and
various Opinions, but the general belief is that the real reason is politics
pune and simple.
The present legislature is republican by an overwhelming majority,
the apparent
and notwithstanding
delay, there was every reason to beTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
lieve that this Siession would pass all Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
the legislation needed for the best Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
interests of the state. This was a fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigcondition of affairs which did not nature is on each box. 25c.
and does not suit the leaders of the
democratic party. The gentlemen of
the minority, who hope soon to become the majority in New Mexico as
NEWS FORECAST FOR
they have in the nation, do not look
THE COMING WEEK.
with favor upon anything that will
tend to allow tne republic legislature an opportunity to make a record
Washington, D. C, March 1. The
for good legislation. The democrats
presidential Inauguration will be the
do not object to the salary bill, ior
big event of the week, overshadowthe reason set forth in the governor's
all eise in interest and importveto message, in fact most of. them ing
ance so far as the American public
believe that the salaries fixed are Is concerned. The national
capital
too low rather than too high, but
is counting upon 130,000 visitors next
they do object to the republicans Tuesday, when Woodrow Wilson,
passing any bill upon which they can democrat, will succeed William H.
go before the people. This is especialTaft, republican, as president of the
ly evident in the house where every United Slates and Thomas R. Mareffort to better conditions has met shall will
take the office of vice
with almost the solid opposition
president
of the minority members who are
The program arranged for the paginvariably aidedj by a little band of eant and ceremony is
virtually the
progressives consisting of same as that of other
inaugurations
Juan J. Clancy, Tomas Gurule and of recent
years. The two big features
Marcus C. de Baca.
of the day will be in the induction of
When the house adjournd at night the
and the vice president
until Monday afternoon the fate of into president
office at the capitol and the pathe salary bill in that body was in rade
that will follow these ceremondoubt. It was plain to be seen that
ies.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
lacked
the necessary
its advocates
The program for the ceremonies
votes to carry it over the governor's
Attorney General.
which are to.ccoijipany the swearing
few
veto; they lacked only a very
in of the president ana vice president
MANY LIKE THIS IN EAST
votes, however, and it is quite pos
starts the day's ceremonies with the
sible that by Monday they may have
US VEGAS.
of the vice president iu
inauguration
Similar Cases Being Published In the strength to override the veto.
the senate chamber. Immediately
Each Issue.
Four members known to be favorable
Marshall takes on the title
The following case Is but one of to the bill were absent when it came after Mr.
of
vice
the persons admitpresident,
Vemany occurring daily in East Las
up yesterday. Trauquilano Labadie
to the senate chamber will proted
to
it.
is
an
matter
It
verify
are ill at
gas.
easy
and Bals Sanchez
ceed to the outdoor stand on the
You cannot ask for better proof.
their homes in this city, while Dunof the capitol, where Mr.
H. H. Closson, 408 Grand avenue, can McGillivray and Zacarias Padil-l- a east
Wilson will take the oath of office
East Las Vegas, N, M., says: "I take
on
the
are absent from
capital
and from which he will deliver his
just as much pleasure in recommend business. In the event that these
inaugural address. Then, the march1
as
Pills
Doan's
sesto
today
attend the
Kidney
ing
four men are able
did when I gave a public statement in sion Monday it is more than likely ers will fall in line and the parade
up Pennsylvania avenue will begin.
their praise in January, 1907. About a that the veto will be overridden.
Rivaling in public interest the inyear ago I had occasion to use Doan's
There was never a moment's
auguration
parade of Tuesday will be
soreness
Kidney Pills, there being
doubt as to the fate of the hill in
across my kidneys and trouble from the senate, although a considerable a suffrage parade and pageant on the
the kidney 'secretions. This remedy time was taken up in oratory before preceding day. Committees that have
relieved me as promptly as before. the final vote to override the veto been at work for weeks on arrange
Years ago I began to suffer from pains was taken. Senator Hinkle of Cha ments for the. suffrage parade believe
in my back and I attributed the trou ves, one of the three democrats who that the demonstration will be the
ble to an injury. If I worked hard supported the bill, made a strong most remarkable ever seen in any
or brought strain on my loins, my back-- speech in favor of passing it again country in advancement of a cause.
pained severly and the least cold 1 as did also Senator Doepp of Eddy, The parade down Pennsylvania avewill be in five divisions and will
caught settled in my kidneys, making who, while he said the bill did not nue
include
1
representatives of equal sufthat
and
so
lame
back
painful
my
suit him exactly, believed it the best
was hardly able to get about. I tried that could be gotten through the leg frage organizations in every state.
Many floats and picturesque features
plasters and liniments but my efforts islature.
will be included.
While the parade
for relief were unavailing until I comFrom the republican side Senator
menced taking Doan's Kidney Pills, Holt argued for the adoption of the is passing there will be given an
on the slops of
procured from the Center Block Phar- bill over the governor's veto. Accord- elaborate pageant
macy. They proved effective from the ing to Mr. Holt, it was not a party the treasury building, illustrating the
and progress of the bittle of
first."
measure and should not be treated birth
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 as such. For the minority Senator women for .the franchise.
At the call o" Chairman McCombs
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, I'aith opposed the bid and wanted
N. ,Y
sole agents for the United to substitute the McCoy bill which, the members of the democratic national committee w'!l hold a special
States.
according to the gentleman from BerRemember the name Doan's and nalillo, had been approved in ad- meeting in Wasnington on Wednesday to discuss general questions cf
take no other. Adv.
vance by the governor.
organization.
Following Mr. Earth's speech, the
In the federal court in Chicago Avote on the final passage of the bill,
C. Frost and eight associates
lbert
the objections of the governor notbe
will
placed on trial Monday on a
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
withstanding, resulted 19 in the afof conspiracy to defraud 'the
charge
In
five
and
th,e negative.
firmative
United States government out of
Those who voted no were Senators
Alaska coal lauds valued at $10,000,-000- .
Santa Fe, N. M., March 1. Colonel Barth, Evniis, McCoy, Mabry and
The case has been pending, five
Jocobo Chavez, superintendent of he
Senator Alldredge had voted
oinsurance department, sent another for the bill when It originally passed years.
A special federal grand jury will
check to state treasurer O. N. Matthe senate while the other four had convene
in Chicago Wednesday to
ron for a part of the February busi- voted consistently against it.
oleomargarine
ness of his office. The check was for
investigate
alleged
veto
of
the
reached
word
When
This department has done the house that Jiody promptly took a frauds. Several of the big packing
$2,073.07.
are said to be involved
a big business this month.
recess and the members crowded into companies
In
the
New Company
alleged
frauds, which have rethe senate chamber to watch the fires
Articles of incorporation were filed works Incident to the overriding of sulted in the loss of millions of
to
the
federal government.
at the office of the Btate corporation the governor and it was a show
commission by the Brazos Mining worth while.
Norfolk
S. L Miller,
Conductor
at
company, of Chama, capitalized
Immediately upon the passage of
of C. and
Division
on
Bonesteel
N'ebr.,
divided
Into
dollar shares. the bill the house
$250,000,
and N.
W. Ry. Co., recommends Fole
The stockholders are Arthur Kelly.-J- . the senators in turn invaded the Kidnev Pills
and says: "I have used
C. Price, Henry DeYapp, phllHp house in a body. After the passage of Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfae
Voii?!it and T. Donahue, each takin? Senator
Sulzer's bin appropriating lory results and endorse their use for
oun affli'tcil with kidney trouble
1j00 shares and all living in Chumn, funds for the improvement of the Rio anv
Th-pro all rirht." O. G. S' haefr-- t
is
named as agent
if. N. DeYapp
Grande, a rnessengf-- r from the refl
li"! rrr.BB Dr'17 "o Adv.
ce-liv-
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INDIVIDUALITY

AT NATIONAL

Is a distinct style feature of
every

CAPITAL

"WOOJTEX" and "PRINTZESS"

garment

WASHINGTON FILLING UP WITH
VISITORS FOR THE INAUGURATION CEREMONIES.

In these popular garments
and two full seasons' wear.

JOu

are assured

of exclusiveness

We now nave

Washington, March 1. Preparations for the inauguration of Wood-roWilson and. Thomas R Marshall,
the first democratic president and
vice president that the country has
had in sixteen years, are complete
and the various committees make the
prophecy that the ceremonies of next
Tuesday will be the most brilliant
and picturesque of any previous inaugural event. Prediction is made
also that when Mr. Wilson and Mr.
Marshall ride down Pennsylvania
avenue on the way to th.e capitol to
take the oath of office the greatest
crowd that ever welcomed an incoming president and vice president will
shout itself hoarse.
The inaugural committee has used
every means in its power to make the
celebration one that Will live in the
minds of all who witness it for years
to come. In point of brilliance of
decoration, in the matter of the inaugural parade, in the arrangements
for the illumnination of the city and
a display of fireworks Tuesday night
It is believed that the Wilson and
Marshall inauguration will surpass
all others.
The inaugural ball will be the only
customary feature iert out of the
program and this will not be missed
by the general public. The ball was
redispensed with at the snecial
who
quest of the president-elect- ,
asked the committee in charge of the
ceremonies to make the entire celebration as simple as possible and at
the same time as impressive and dignified as the inauguration of a president of the great republic demands.
The rush of visitors Into the capital began in earnest today. The
most of those already on hand are
the experienced ones, who desire to
get comfortably settled before the
high tide is reached. They know
what it is to arrive in Washington
in the midst of confusion the day before inauguration, when bands are
playing in the railroad stations and
in the hotel lobbies, when it is next
to impossible to get a cab and when
"
all the street cars become
cars. The inexperienced
are waiting until later, when they
will pay for their experience as all
strangers in a crowded city do on
the occasion of their first visit.
It is going to be a splendid inauguration, providing the weather clerk
does his duty. History shows that
the majority of inauguration days
have been abominable, hut everybody
is hoping that Mr. Wilson may have
"stand-as-you-ride-

luck.
But( no misfortune la weather can

chill the ardor of the democratic
hosts, any more than a buzzard or
rainstorm will be able to mar the
most Important feature of the inauguration, the illumination of the city.
The illumination of the capital by
means of millions of electric lamps
promises to be a show in itself. Pennsylvania avenue from the capitol to
the treasury will resemble a fairyt
intervals the aveland. At
nue has been arched with festoons of
lights. From each festoon there are
three pendant colored lights, which
gives the broad thoroughfare the ap- 100-foo-

CAPITAL

excellent variety of Suits and Coats in these
in
makes
all
popular
sizes, colors and combinations.

COME IN AND TRY THEM ON

NEW DRESS GOODS and SILKS
are especially attractive this season and our store
contains a
ety which insures an easy choice.

vari-

SEE OUR NEW LINE OF NECKWEAR
f

Las VeLsLeniins.Sioro

yasemimM6 Son
Established

1&62

SouthSidePlaja

pearance of being roofed with brilliant glowing bulbs. The court of
honor opposite Lafayette Park and
the Union station plaza are also the
centers of brilliant schemes of illumination.
At night a big searchlight
is to play on the capitol, making it
visible for miles around. There also
will be lighting effects on the Washmonument and on ;.!! the
ington
prominent public buildings.
Major Sylvester, the superintendent of police, issued his final instructions today. Among other things, he
directs that the entire route of. the
parade be roped off with iron cables
and cleared of al! vehicles before 9
o'clock Tuesday morning. Beginning
Monday morning very available
and private of tne regular police force will be on duty and more
than 500 speci. l policemen hare oecn
if-fic-

$100

REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
p, eased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its
stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally
.cling directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, therein- itpfttrnviRfr tho
fnnnH-itin.
v
uir uie....
AKnnnn.
Bivius
ice patient
uiDcooc, aimJ
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it falls to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
n

i

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.

Take 'Hall's Family Pills for

const!-patio-

Adv.

e'i. .oyed.
A considerable
numoer of detectives have been brought here from
outside cities to assist the local
force in protecting the public from
the army of pickpockets and other
crooks who always flock for the great
quadrennial harvest As a further
means of protection a unique campaign of publicity has been inaugurated by Major Sylvester. In the railroad stations, the lobbies of all the
big hotels and in many other public
places throughout the city large placards bearing miniature photographs
of about 500 well known thieves,
principally pickpockets, iiave been
hung conspicuously on the walls so
that all may familiarize themselves
with the faces of the crooks and be
in a position to icause their arrest on
sight.
The street fakirs are in evidence
as usual. They are here in force
from New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and from points as far distant
as Chicago. Hundreds of them may
he seen wandering up and down
Pennsylvania avenue with souvenirs to sell. Their wares cinsist principally of badges and pennants bearing the portraits of the incoming
president and vice president. Eviof such
dently the manufacturers
goods were at a loss to find a distinct emblem for the occasion, such
as the "Teddy Bears" and "Billy
Possums" that flooded the market at
the Roosevelt and Taft inaugurations.

Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St, Kingston, N. Y. (full name furnished ob
application) had such decided benefit
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound that she shares her good
fortune with others. She writes:
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
brought my voice back to me during
a severe case of bronchitis and laryngitis. Oh, how many people I have
recommended it to." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

This is the season of the year when,
mothers feel very much concerned
over the frequent colds contracted by
their children, and have abundant
reason for it as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitality and
paves the way for the more serious-diseasethat so often follow. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is famous for
Its cures, and is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Here is a message of hope and good
cheer from Mrs. C. J. Marti a, Sonne
Mill, Va., who is the mother of 18
children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
stomach trouble and constipation by
chamberlain's
Tablet
after
years of suffering and now recommends these tablets to the public. Sold
by all dealers. Adv.

le

F. E. Walling, a fanner diving near
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Fo-

ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
says: "I have been advised by my
family doctor to use Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for my children
when there was a cough medicine
needed. It always gives the best of
satisfaction and I recoramend it to
others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drue Co. Adv.
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A Newspaper Man Writes an
Evening Gown of Pink Si!k
Open Letter to Dr. Hartman
a Recent Paris Importation

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
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Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school session

at

Las Vegas Light and Power Company

rti

9:45 a. m.

WITNESS COMES BY SLEDGE.
provisions. First sa'es were a shae
75 lower, including Mar at
Chicago, 111., March 1. After hav-t- o
fo ?
ing traveled 157 miles by dog team to $2o.2T
for pork; $10.SO for lad
and 3,896 miles by rail William H. land $10.72
for ribs.
Whittlesey, former United States j ' The closing quotations wer,-- :
marshal at Seward, Alaska, is in Chi-- i
whrat Mav fu- - tk- - ci .
cago to testify at the trial of the S9
Alaskan coal land fraud j Corn, May 53'. July
$10,000,000
'
54; Spc y
case against Albert C. Frost and oth- - Der Za.
ers. rne case is scneauiea ior inai
Oats Mav 14
34 ?i;
Septem- before Jndge Landia in the federal j ber "4 .
court Monday. Albert C. Frost, the
Pork, May $2.22'4; July $20.G2'J.
principal defendant, is the former
was presldent of the Alaskan Northern September flO SO.
believe that ber condition
exces- - railroad and former president and
of
result
as
the
Ribs. May 5107214: Julv J'O r.r'
about
brought
sive use of alcohol and gave the opin- promoter oi tne cnicago ana siiiwau- j
$10.72'.
ion that she will recover following kee electric road. The eight
ienuaws mciuae men residing m
NEW YORK SIOCK EXCHANGE
treatment at the asylum.
Chicago,
Spokane ana Toronto.
Ana
Dona
New York, March 1. The
Nine prisoners from
s'o-i- ;
e
" wmo lu
fnnnfv wpr hronenr un irom ias
niarket closed iirm. Cons!tIer.:tioa
mem. wnich was drawn under wnat 'of the exceIf.m JanHarv
Cruf-eby Deputy Sheriff Moreno and
repor
is known as the conspiracy statute. ;fcy
a mmhpr q
guards and taken to the penitenitary
The
defraud
is
charge
conspiracy tp
in Santa Fe. The prisoners axe as
and gat5gfactori. rade
for
.
the "United States government of 10.- - '
.
. ,
follows:
... ,m
..... tho
rurf.amo
i.v.)ui
ouo
acres
at
of
vaiuea
coal
lands,
2
to
Elizo Carillo, burglary
iress caused by reports of a Govern
The land is situated on
$10,000,000.
suit against the Com Products
years.
riv- jment
Jose de la Lnz Elizo, horse steal- the south side of the Matanuska
fomnanv.
er, enenaing irom unicKaioon 10
ing, 2 to Z years.
Business was light. Karly losses
on the north,
II. Van Slyke, forgery of checks, 1 Kings river, and land
were confined to moderate limits and
side of the Matanuska river, near
before the session ended the avsrage
year.
creek- - The a!leed conspiracy
Frank Osborn, burglary, 1 year andj5Ioose
level rose above yeste:.ia's
was begun in cnicago on April l, price
6 months to 3 years.,
close. Exceptional strength was dis
1908.
the
The pena'ity provided for
H. Mead, forgery,' 2 to 3 years
the Copper group. Bonds
a fine of $10,000, or im- played by
Dr. Gunning, forgery, 1 year and u offense is
were steady.
prisonment for two years on all
months.
The last sales were:
counts.
Amalgamated Copper
69;
60 MURDER CASES OK. DOCKET
144
Sugar
His is a round of nourly crime.
Birmingham, Ala., March 1. The
102
Atchison
He is a lazy bloke,
more
is
of
murder
that
j Northern
complaint
Pacific
156
frequent occurrence In Birmingham For toe's so fond of killing tim
Reading
He takes fife as a joke.
and its immediate vicinity than in
. . P9-- 4
Southern Pacific
any other community of equal size in
i.TJnion Pacific
152
the entire country is substantiated by
60
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
United States Steel
the decision of the judges of the Jef107'
Chicago, March 1. Although whe?t United States Steel, pfd
ferson county court to devote the en- showed strength at the outset today
tire month beginning today to mur- on account of firm cables, the effect!
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
der trials. At the present time there was soon lost. The Oklahoma crop
Kansas City, March 1. Cattle, re- are 00 murder cases pending, and a report was bearish and there was
700, including 200 southerns,
month will be sufficient time to dis- ditional rain or snow in the Ohio Market steady. Native steers $7. 50 Ji
pose of only the more important ones. valley and in the southwest. Open- 9; south on steers $6.7SS; southern
The large majority of persons facing ing prices were unchanged to
cows and heifers $6.257;
native
,
capital punishment are foreigna-sto 93, a cows and heifers 4.258; stockers
up. May started at 92
who form the bulk of the population gain of a shade to
but reactel and feeders 6.508.23; bulls $5.25
in the mining district
to $2. The close was weak
7; calves $5.5010; western steers
western cows J4.257.
'net lower for May at 92.
f6.758.50;
RIVAL DELEGATIONS
May corn opened the same as last
Hogs, receipts 1,000. Market steady.
New Orleans, March, 1. Two spe night to a sixteenth lower at 534
j Bulk of sales
$S.258.35; heavy $8.20
cial trains carrying rival delegations to 53 and fell to 53. The market'
packers and butchers $8.25
(8.30;
of Louisiana democrats to the Wilson closed
net 8.30; ligats $8.308.40; pigs $7
steady with May
inauguration leaves the city tonight lower at
7.50.
for Washington. The governor's spe
May oats, which started a shade to
Sheep no receipts. Market strong.
cial has been engaged by Governor
down at 34
to 34 touched Muttons $4.756.40; Colorado laniba
-'
Luther E. Halt and a large party of 34.
.
$7.90i??'8.35; range wethers and year- friends, while the "Mayor's" special
Larger receipts of hogs weakened lings $5.505.70; range ewes $4o".
will carry Mayor Martin B. Behrman
and many of his political followers.
The governor and mayor represent
rival factions m state and city poli
tics, but both are democrats. Governor Hall has promised to ride a
horse in ffie inaugural parade.
I

ACTS LIKE A CHICKEN
N. M, March 1
Albuquerque,
Cackling and clucking like a setting
hen, crowing like a rooster and singing songs which always had barnyard
Mrs. C.
music for accompaniment,
Tmrrio a Dona Ana county prisoner,
was in Albuquerque for three hours
today, being taken by a guard from
her home in Las Cruces, to the stj'e
asylum for the Insane in Las Vegas.
Mrs. Borrio was committed to the
asylum several days ago. Physicians

d

em-Jul-

j

t

;

ro-de-

Society of Christian Endeavor at
6:30 p. m.

j

"-i-

Tho church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners In the city especially
welcomed.

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
SOCIETV
CHRISTIAN SCIENCt
Kev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Naservices even' Sunday ioot
!eaular
TELEPHONES
tional avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M. ng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
Main 2
"RtSINESS OFFICE
Fourth Sunday in Lent, March 2, DK at 8 o'clock in 0 R C. hall
KEW3 DEPARTMENT
Malp
New York, March 1. Governor Wil- 1913. Holy communion 7:30; Sunday
son this afternoon branded as untrue school, 9:45; Holy Communion
and
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
from Havana that he had sermon, 11. Lenten services (in the ner Columbia and Railroad Avenune
the
report
SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1913.
invited Cipriaho" Castro to attend the chapel), Tuesday and Wednesday Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
inauguration ceremonies.
evening prayer and address, 7:30.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m.. br
"It Is unqualifiedly false," said the Sermon on Tuesday night will be by the pastor; Sunday school 9 45 a. m. .
II U CUT A AND THE "IRON
the Rev. H. Percy Silver, secretary B. Y. P. V., S p. m. All are welcome
governor.
IIAMV
of the department of the southwest. to attend these aervlce
"
Castro is Telling It
Thursday, Friday and Saturday even
it was said at the time tho late
1
American ing service, 4.15. Missionary address
March
Washington,
President Madero was placed under
HEALTH WARNING
Chilled and wet feet result in eon
arrest that a list of names was found. Minister Beaapre at Havanan, Cuba, on Friday, 4:15.
toThis chureh is open daily for pri eesting the internal organs, and in
prepared by him, marked, "Those who telegraphed the state department
flamination of the kidneys and blad
Castro of vate prayer and meditation.
President
that
former
new
day
to
die."
Tha
provisional
ought
der. with rheumatic twinges and pain
been
he
has
Venezuela
has
announced
in back, eenerally follow. Use Folej
regime goes at the matter more ex
Pivsident-elect
to
Wilson
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
peditiously. Those who It considers invited by
Kidney Pills. They are the best medi
First Christian church, corner cine made for all disorders of the kid
attend the Inauguration. He will
ought to die, die.
a
neys. for bladder irregularities, anc
for
and Main.
leave
Washington
95
Eighth
on
fed
Saturday
of
The shooting
Monday
backache and rheumatism. They
for
a
m.
a.
;tw
Sunday school, 9:45
eral soldiers who had revolted be will return to Havana within
do not contain habit forming drue
m.
6:30
Christian
Endeavor,
p.
days.
cause of the killing of Madero shows
Tonic In action, quick results. O. G
Preaching service 11 a. m. and 7:30 Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
the means by wlikh General Huerta
p. m. Evening subject "Avoiding the Adv.
Going On His Own Account.
and those associated with him intend,
1.
Alain
March
Castro,
Issue." Rev. Frederick F. Grim
Cipriano
Havana,
to
out
disaffection
crush
if possible,
SUPERBAS START- FOR SOUTH
and restore order. Evidently it is when questioned on the subject of of Albuquerque will preach both
New York, March 1. A dozen playthe
con
for
will
to
his
and
visit
and
presi
Washington
evening,
morning
their Intention to seek peace, regarders
of the Brooklyn National league
evenduct evangelistic services each
Jess of who pays the price or what dential Inauguration, saia:
baseball team, accompanied by Trainer
into
comU-the
invited
not
been
have
week
the
"f
except
ing during
the price te.
Wil- Saturday night.
There will be no Dan Comerford, sailed today for SavTo the American mind the Mexican auguration by President-elec- t
en route to Augusta, where
acown
on
am
but
this
my
services
going
Saturday evening, as annah,
plan of disciplining political antagon- son,
nd most of you know we have had three they- are to get into trim for the
You
count
absolutely
may
ists is plain barbarism. The slaughcoming season. The party included
ter of Gustavo Madero, the 'execu- without qualification deny all other splendid sermons the last three
Pitcher Stack, Catchers Erwin and
Cuban
Several
stories.
newspapers
tion" of Azcona, secretary to FranAll are cordially invited to these Phelps and several of the recruits.
cisco Madero; the death of the latter have publjshed stories for which they
Allen and Rucker
no
I
are
accountable.
accept
services, and members- of the local Pitchers Ragan,
and of the late Vice President S'.iarez, alono
are already in the south, while other
them."
to
for
are
whatever
urged
organization
responsibility
especmlly
and the putting to death of federal
be there and take an active part in members of the team will proceed to
troops who shought to shojtr their loy
that they are' made a success. Augusta direct from their homes. The
alty to their late leader, are not the NO LONGER GOVERNOR WILSON seeing
entire squad has been ordered to re
sort of incidents to appeal to the Trenton; . 3., March 1. Presidentport at the training camp by nextsympathies of the outsido vvo'd.
elect Wilsori ' ceased to be governor BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main Tiiesdsiv.
Yet in the present condition of Mex- of New Jersey today, when his resig- tTenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. P
ico these shocking tragedies may have nation of the office came !nt .'ffest Preen, Pastor.
There is no better medicine made
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. for colds than Chamberlains Cough
quieting effect. It is not a flatter- and he was' succeeded vronmically
Sunday School at 9;45 a. m. A Remedy. It acts on nature's plan, reing commentary on the state of Mex- bv James Fielder, president of the tn.
secretions,
VI
'"
Young People' meeting at 6:30 p. lieves the lungs, opens therestores
ican civilization that this should be state senate. Mr Wllso.i will spend
the
aids expectoration; and
lnrlted.
m.
The
old
public
so, but Mexican civilization deserves tomorrow'' in taking leav; of
system to a healthy condition. For
sale by all dealers Adv.
no flattery.
friends here 'and in completing the
Confidence in the new administra-i- preparations for removal to WashingFOR SAFETY AT SEA
said to be growing in the capital, ton. Tho hour of departure for the
for 11
conservative Mexicans and foreign- national enpitaj has been nx-iIndon, March 1. the regulations
formulated by the British board of
ers alike regarding what appears to o'clock Monday morning. The arty
trade looking to the greater safety of
he a probable military regime as the will arrive in Washington at I p. m.
Hfe at eea became operative today.
only solution of the present difficul- In the evening the presi;'
ty. What Is thought of the recent will attend a smoker to be .riven in Lady ia G&odwater Describes Cer In gfieral, the regulations provide
that nil seagoing ships shall he equip
coup in other parts of the country his honor by the Prlnceto.i Alnmnl
Distress
ExperSencc and
-loea not appear so clearly. ''
association of the District of Colum ,
ped with'lifcboata and lifesaving 'ftf'
Tells Eaw She Was
pliances sufficient to accommodate the
tint to he alto bia. Mr. Wilson and his family will
DrttiAo ota
f
entire passenger list. Steamships carhotel
at
Shoreinm
the
the
Btates
of
Relieved.
from
'pass
the
night
finally
gether reassuring
'
Mr.
of
Wilson's
as
rying passengers on short excursions
coih'ii,
guests
Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and San Luis.
"
I
'"Ever
Mo.
since was during the summer months "must Tie
Goodwater,
rotoel, where rebels are committing John E. 'Wilson of 'Franklin. Pa.
Mrs.
Laramore, supplied with boats for 70 per cent
little
Riley
says
girt,"
.depredations. The Zapatistas in the
sufferer from dyspepsia.
a
was
"I
great
of the total number of persons they
troueoutli are said also to be giving
I suffered misery after eating, and had are certified
to carry. Passenger
Pue-W- a
ROSTROf
MEDAL
FOR
CAPTAIN
of
state
in
the
town
a
He, end
heartburn.
terrible
on
steamers
canals and lakes
rivers,
1.
After hav
Washington, March
has been sacked.
I thought I had to suffer this way as
have
life
must
boats,
moa-rafts, etc., suf
y
is
substantial
recoUed
Mexico
of
gifts'
ing
The total population
long as 1 lived, but when I began to take ficient for 40 per cent of the number
about 11,000,000 and that or the capi- and other tokens of eplepin uul grati- Thedford's
in small
tal city Is only some 470,000. It is tude from the people of the United doses, every night, the heartburn was all of passengers for which the ship is
eetrlfied.
.surprising that so little is heard from States and' Great Britain, Captain Ar- gone in a few days, and 1 could eat
the body of the people. Ambitious thur M. Ros tron of the Curnard liner without distress.
T)o you know that more real danger
leaders clash here and there, combine Ci.rivathia today received the official 1 took two small packages in all, and lurks
in a common cold than in any
the
United
of
tomor
some
another
testimonial
was
States
one
time
govthe
and
that
oppose
ago,
.oday
although
other of the minor ailments? The
'In
the
dumb
room
not
returned.
ernment.
east
of the dyspepsia has
safe way is to take Chamberlain's
row, and the mllllona look on
1
White llouse at 3 o'clock this afterCough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
vmd helpless.
speak a good word for Thedford
whenever I have the op' preparation, and rid yourself of the
Ever since Porfirio Diaz went into noon President Taft presented to the
cold as quickly as possible. This
the
awardmedal
been
the
portunity."
heroic
captain
gold
background
".xlle Mexico has
1b for sale
remedy
by all dealers.
causes
If
we
distress,
eating
urge you Adv.
'for a few desperate or ambitious men ed to him by congress for distinguish
It
to try Thedford's
T.gaed In endless combats for a ed conduct In the rescue of the sur- cleanses
the system, helps the stomach to
The
tho
Titanic
disaster.
A
of
!
of
dozen
vivors
For a sprain you will find Chamber.
lease
power.
mporary
wan made In the pres digest its food, regulates the bowels, and Iain's Liniment excellent
It allayt
a
leaders
and
of
presentation
inoro
,.,r
stimulates the liver.
the pain, removes th toreness. tt6
armed, nicn take part ence of a d!ntlnjrulnhed gathering that
U:W ilnHiKaiid
soon restore the paHg to a bealtiy
It acts gently and is without bad after
includ'-dlplomrtlM, fcimtors and oUi
und Hi a TmuMhg
condition. 25 fcnd I'i t boU!! t'.r
in i.iiA
effects. Try it. Priced;.
.
r
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by till
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Clothing With a
Touch of Art
i

I

1

s

MRS. LARAMORE

TELLS TR0UBLES

-

11

j

t

5

This a eopy of a real letter written
bya freshman at the University of
Kansas to the loved ones at home:
"Dear Mother I must have a gym
nasium suit and a pair of tennis
shoes; pleas' send them to me. If I
get them here I wil'i have to pay for
them out . of my allowance. Also
send along throe ties,, a pair of
gloves;, a lauadry bag and a lounging
jaoket-f-o- f
course, I would not think
of getting a smoking jacket. I am
sending a pattern for a fraternity
16w, wjiich plonse embroidery and
turn. And, say, mother, kindry slip
me a five occasionally, as Dad does
not give me a very liberal allowance.
Now, you do not deserve this lettT,
as you have not written this week,
so I am not going to write you another word. Your loving son."

Women's Spring Suits, Dresses and
f
Coats, priced from

-

k

ht

Black-Draug-

w-fM-

ll,

Kf,-j.-

i'

livid

d'sa.l-N'S-

$7. 50 to $45.

U'

,

j

'Evw- gar merit
'

i

triumph of the
weaver, a victory for the designer,
Artists displaying their genius and skill
one creation.
Enough- spring styles
infsoTtsiir'fc iiervl to 'satisfy the most diversified tastes., For the, women who
like conservative rr.odels we have suits
on conservative lines, but with
enough of the newer styles in them to
tnake them different frcm last year. For
younger people we have all the latest
models.
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we'll sing the
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EUT WILSON DENIES HAVING
VENEZUELAN TO THE
INAUGURATION

1

j

j
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Hurrah, hurrah, the flag that sets us
free;
So we'll sing the chorus from Zxcnk- qvpf to the sea.
While we go marching through

"
tri.;i 5
Spring Sijles of Nobby Oxfords

i

lor

Easter 1913

-;

For Men, Women and Children.

mifquojibpof.

"Isn't it funny?"
"Shoot"
"The Greeks didn't do much
Olympic games, but "
"Say on."
"Tb-Wne in Airlca."
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F!VE

SCHOOL ELECTION SPECIAL MUSICAL

PERSONALS

TO OCCUR IN

PROGRAMSUNDAY

APRIL

NIGHT

l,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR COO

F. W. Doolin of Watrous was a
v. .T-j- '
'
visitor in tie city today.
j
C.
Carr ol Emporia, Kansas, is,
j
in the city as a visitor.
M. W. Mills of Springer is Here to- j
I
flay on a short bnsiBess rmt
WILL MAKE
MEMBERSHIP OF THE BOARD OF NEW ORCHESTRA
HH. ConweH came in from aiou ,
ITS APPEARANCE AT METHEDUCATION WILL BE CUT
Farewell Luncheon
qnerque last m&ni
ODIST CHURCH
DOWN TO FIVE.
Fcr Miss Robbins
I
trip.
Hill:
Mineral
r
w
Thursday" nf this week MUo
of
r.Qof
'
.a. jm. n.fnnior
A musial program will be given- ' !On the first Taesdar n April will
ans
Jesse
and
Miss
were
Evans
.
mas in
occur the election of the new school iat the First Methodist Episcopal: hostesses at 6 o'clock
59 T
OVERLAND
a
luncheon givT'slt- ., ; board, according to the laws of 1912. church, corner of Eighth street and en in
ia-Miss
honor
Clara
of
from
home
Goke
Robbins,
is
ars. Henry
Heretofore the board has been com-- 1 National avenue, tomorrow evening who left
on business j
yesterday for California.
pello where she has been
&i.ock The pro2ram wm be The
who
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
a five course affair,
luncheon,
interests.
elected bv- popular vote. The same given by the chorus choir assisted by was
daintily served, the color scheme Mrs. Morris Gives a
show ynu.
John Stein and family left yester- system of election will be used on orchestra and soloists as follows:
being pink and green. The evening Five Hundred Party
for California after a short visit,i this occasion. Two members will be
Hymn 98
was spent in playing card games, Miss
:
in the city.
Tuesday evening Mrs. S, A. Morris
t bctvp
for two rears and
Hymn 1C6
.ecti(.
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co
' Hazel Webb
r T'Thmn of Decatur, uhljis,. j
wining the first prize was hostess at a delightful Five Hunthe other three for four years.
, .
Prayer
j
Miss
and
Mabel
Laird
short
visit.
winning the dred party given in her apartments
came In last night for a
These members must be men quali- - Anthem "Abide With Me" Pratt
con? olation prize. Miss Robbins was in Old Town, which were tastily dePhone Main 344.
in lmxs icya
Whalen, & Fowler Prtps
Lucille
Him
"Crown
those
Solo
for
and
the
...ified
King"
only
position
presented w'"h an appropriate guest corated for the occasion in red and
C. M. Wlnsted, J- - A. Bailey and BiU j
Swallow
bjr
The young ladies present white carnations. Delicious refreshprize.
"i""
JlcGrata leit lasi uicm w
law to be members of the board. The
Hymn 75
Miss Clara Robbins, Miss Chel-1- ? ments were served after which an enweie
Jolla.
La
at
trip
Scripture lesson
present board of education is comVan Petten, Miss Sadie Tooker,
rcrfd Twtsrado returned to Belen
tertaining musical program, both vocof the following members: Violin Solo, 'Cavatina,"Raff
prised
Miss
his
with
Elizabeth Parnell, Miss Frances al and instrumental, was rendered.
short
risit
a
Robyesterday after
C.
Hite
W.
Edward
G.
C.
Haydon;
president
Myers, Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Gladys , Tne singing of Mr s. John Papen and
brother, Lorenzo Deleado.
bins, Major A. H. Whitmore, George Anthem "O Be Joyful" Lerman
Illiof
K.
Howard
McVeigh, Miss Elizabeth Coors, Miss Mrs Curtls vas greatly enjoyed as
Mr. and Mrs. J.
HubH.
B.
.
.
.
Hunker, Abelino Sena,
...
Vi.l..
T.
"
TIT.1,
c were the two solos sung
A.
of
as
guests
the
in
are
city
nois
by Mrs.
.
bard, Sig Nahm and O. L. Gregory. Solo, My Faith m Thee" Dudley-- ! iA mae
b rowerB' MJes Morris.
Maa
el18'
were
"
J. Mitchell for a few days.
The
guests
present
Mrs. John Koogler
This board has given complete sat
Pratt
a well known isfaction
Mrs. M. J. Griffin of ChiMrs.
Sostenes Delgado,
Curtis,
Pastor.
administration.
the
Address
its
Minute
Ten
during
by
Miss Opal Jones, Miss Edith Schoeny, cago, Mrs. John Papen, Miss Griffin
merchant of Chaperito, is to the city, K
elected three year8 ago n a Anthem 'Softly aov the Light of
.Viss Lucy Clement, Miss Marie Clem, of Chicago, Miss Bertha Papen, Miss
visit
for a few days' business
ticdemocratic
and
Day" Schilling.
AATTtO
- n
IT! joint republican
nn.Tl
ent, Miss Laura Nelson, Miss Phoebe O'Brien, Miss Margaret Baskey, Miss
Hymn (so
Hart, Miss Mary McMahon, Miss Au- Mary Steinbach, Miss Pita Sena, Mr.
luai night from Kackley, Kansas. Mr. j
Benediction
rora Lucero, Miss Louise Lowry, Jerome Fielding, Mr. George McDon
Carney expects to locate here.
K. Champion of Denver is m
Miss Mary LowTy, Miss Mabel Laird, aid and Mr. Walter Granger.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for the citv for a few days' business Tisit. I
'
Miss Helen Nahm, Miss Ruth Nahm,
the Santa Fe Railway company, came
1
in
is
Hill
of
Mineral
Navior
jj.
Miss Marie Mann,
business.
Miss Audrey j club Observes
on
Raton
from
in last night
fte city for a fgw davs business;
Purns, Miss Aileen Rosenthal and Washington's Birthday.
Mark Oevenger returned last night yisit
Mss Giadys Carroon.
On Monday the Sorosis club spent
from Newport, Tennessee, where he ;
A
Ieft iast night lor
Wertz
j
B
a social afternoon with Mrs. Leon
underwent an operati?n for appendi- - Denver for a Bnort
'4
J!er
t
citis.
Durham, the occasion being the obFive Hundred Is
daughter who resides at that place.
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write
afternoon
engaged;
Isaac Appel,
Invited.
man up in the headquarters, himself,
cordially
two
one
cook
stove,
stoves,
heating
those who you think can manage
less dressy."
personally, by the handiwork of his
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
all in fine condition. 715 Fourth.
you."
"No, thank you, I want a really
own thought.
retary.
lookDentist
said
Louise,
costume,"
handsome
Mud.
The more a human being develops,
Living
folds of silk FOR SALE Horses,
at
soft
the
of any description '
Dental
regretfully
work
ing
mules,
farming
Not in His Lifetime.
In China during the rainy season
the more delicate, sensitive, strong
chiffon. Then as we left the store
COUN moderate prices.
Implements, seed wheat and oats. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
A
and efficient, the more
scientist was lecturing the amount of mud in certain mari- and
me: "What are
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13t
once for all, the machines In the base on the sun's heat, and in the course time provinces is incredible and appaL she asked our Dix Amies you going
Right prices. Inquire Erb and
reception
ment are. As he grows, the various of his remarks said: "It is an estab- ling. It is. In fact, as much as two, to wear at
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. H&1L
restaurant.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Bismark
Westerman,
night?"
subconscious arrangements for dis lished fact that the sun is gradually three and even four feet deep. Tour- SaturdayI don't
Pioneer building.
Visiting memknow yet," I replied. "I
"Oh,
criminating, assimilating, classifying but surely losing its heat, and in the ists say that to see wagons and men
bers are cordially invited. Richard
wait till the last moment to de- FOR SALT All household furniture,
When Burton Holmes recently gave
material, for pumping up power, light, course of some seventy millions of and animals pushing through this usually
hta olebrated travelogue on "Pan
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
cide."
piano, piano player and music.
and heat to headquarters, all of which years it will be exhausted; conse- brown and viscous mud is as ugly a
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
"I had thought of wearing that gown.
Mustb e sold by April 1. Apply afcan be turned on at will, grow more quently this world of ours will be sight as can well be imagined.
was seriously interupted by continual
had been all right for me."
do
it
wish
I
masterful every year. They are found dead, and, like the moon, unable to
ternoons, 1C Grand avenue.
But there's a sight more horrible
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO, coughing of the audience. No one an
too bad that, you are disap
"It's
all slaving away for him, dimly, down support any form of life."
with
still the sight of the living mud.
1.
I said, sympathetically.
Meets every Monday evening at noys willingly and if people
(n the dark, while he sleeps. They
At this juncture a member of his Sometimes, as you stand on the edge pointed,"
and
hoarseness
tickling
colds,
FOR
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for
no
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any
there's
But surely
furniture,
their hall on Sixth street All visit- in
fcand him up, in his very dreams, new audience rose in an excited manner of one of these awful expanses, the
throat would use Foley's Honey and
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special dressing at our Dix Amies reto at Tar Compound, they could quickly
Invited
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and strange powers to live and to and said:
cordially
ing
mud begins to move. It rises up and
You will look nice in any ot
one range, one heating stove, 1 brass
know with Gerald Stanley Lee, In
tend. F. D. Fries," N. O.; Gus cure th6lr coughs and colds and avoid
"Pardon me, professor, but how down. It forms itself into strange ception.
pretty little frocks."
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Schaefer and
toe Atlantic.
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mounds. It is like a great cauldron
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one Davenport, five willow rockers,
before this calamity overtakes us?"
of witches' stew. As you puzzle over my wraps at the reception when
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Secretary;
The professor "Seventy millions, the ugly spectacle the hideous forms Louise came toward me in a
pictures, etc. All in first class con
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Athletics.
sir."
coated
thick gown of gray.
of a dozen land crabs,
dition, good as new. 102 Pecos ave
It is possible that the riddle of the
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan
'Thank heavens," was the reply: "I with mud, emerge near you. A dozen
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more
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right, another
Then, looking at me In astonish FOR SALE 25 cases of good eggs
was gleaned from Mr. Edmund Gosse's
then you understand. This cauldron ment, she exlalmed, "Why, Luclle,
month Elks home on Ninth street a severe attack of kidney trouble with
volume of literary reminiscences enBe Glad of Advice.
doz20
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case
or
$5.50
per
per
mud is due to thouwhat have you got on? You don't
titled "Two Visits to Denmark."
and
One should always be glad of ad- of moving, living
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- sharp pains through my back and
en. Meridian Restaurant.
land crabs wallowing mean to say that you bought that
could hardly straighten up. A single
A professor from the University of vice, and willing to take it into con- sands of great
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cordially Invited. P. D.
me get!"
box of Foley Kidney Pills entirely reIn its depths.
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let
frock
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Prof. Henry Sidgwlck showed the spirit
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
I
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Secretary.
"and
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This does not mean that one must
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guest the youth of the place disportResuscitation After Hanging.
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in
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field
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advice
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and
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cricket
all
follow
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necessarily
Resuscitation after haging, as the to me that perhaps I could use it,
nine-roothe boats.
offered; that would be worse than tak- Southwark Coroner remarked, is not so I went back
house.
to the store yesterday FOR SALE Modern
I
The Polish visitor made no com- ing no advice at all.
In 1705 a housebreaker and found that it fitted me perfectly.
uncommon.
goo dconaiuon, nne location, Bar
I mean that In a difficult situation named Smith was hung up at Tyburn.
ment, and was indeed so reserved that
I
as well wear
I
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Delivery
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of wise people have
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"Weren't you afraid of looking stout
30c per 100 lbs,
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
"You have nothing like this at the then go home quietly and think ovei and he was taken down, bled, and re in
it?" she asked iu a really unpleas40o per 100 lbs.
all that you have heard, and then vlved. One William Duell, duly bang
SO lbs. to . 200 lbs.. Each Delivery
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mind.
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up your
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Delivery
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than
I
to
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no
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"Oh, no,
worry
That's the way to do! Chicago Tri Surgeons' Hall to be anatomized, but about
class room and boari. inprofessor replied, "we hygienate with
stoutness," I returned merrily, FIRST
bune.
came to life again, and was transportthe bal masque" (masked ball).
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
for I always try to overlook Louise's
A
Youth's Companion.
ed. At Cork a man hanged in Januof temper. The poor
exhibitions
little
imwas
ary, 1767, for a street robbery,
girl has such an unfortunate disposi FOR $1.50 per acre the Big Four "30"
Her Identity.
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Carl Bates and Arthur Knight both
A great deal is said and written South tells thlB story.
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Free
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H. Campbell,
same evening. And complimented
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theater
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It
one's
worth
while
always
eighty." but they look more like a will set aside a certain amount to be after Fauntleroy, the banker and
New Mexico.
to dress well.
hundred while there are screes of paid to her negro maid in monthly
was executed in 1821, there vi:r;
installments.
men in the city who step off quite
rumor that he had es"The beneficiary could not write hei a widespread
Lacking.
the insertion In his
liriskly to their offices, keen of indeath
by
caped
An old Englishwoman," who was exPETER P. MACKEL
tellect and active of body at eighty, name, and each month I had her mark throat of a silver tube which preventtremely stout, was making vain ef
s many a younger man haB learned in the receipt with an X. One day she ed strangulation, and that on being reHOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
a
the rear door of an
to consciousness he went forts to enter
nttemtpting to deal with them. And handed me the receipt, signed with
stored
(ardwood
Finishing, Paper Hanging
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,
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Old Town
"Yes, Jodge," she answereed, "but I's
Plaxa
Mr &id
"Try sideways, mother; try side
Taken all In all, physicians the coun1 done changed ma
Dogs and Music.
ways!"
try over have agreed that their obser- married now.
The old woman looked up breath
Does as a rule like music. But It
vations lead to the conviction that the name."
one
bit
be remembered that their acute- lessly, and replied:
must
man
not
does
average
country
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all et
"Why, bless, ye, James, I ain't got
ly developed nervous system, which
tiealthier than the city man. Chicago
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
For Gentlemen In Hard Luck.
faithful
such
no
watchers,
those who MIGHT BTJY the particular thing Is worth moat
sideways." Youth's Companion,
renders them
American.
AMD
Because he once was put down and alHO makes keen and high pitched
i
of a fleet
out by the
That property you want to seU is WORTH MOST to someoae
SIGN PAINTING
sounds extremely painful to them.
Might Have Been Worse.
"i
of merchantmen, Sir John Morden, an Thus the high notes of a trumpet or
Look Within.
Geo. Daniel E. Sickles, on the ocwho reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear ot
MAN
O.
N.
The things that are unseen are the English Turkey trader, was so over- even of a violin are torturing to a casion of his ninety-seconbirthday,
your property unlesa It were advertised here.
joyed when the argosy showed up
true forces and substances of life
who will howl under the inflic429 GRAND AVE.
said of contentment:
some years later and made him a rich dog,
wisodm, love or desire, ideals.
On the other hand, soft me
tion.
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"When
old
an
man
and
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Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want (and
The things that are seen are ever man tnai no esiauusuea a nome, dium tones undoubtedly give many dreams of what he might have been,
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better.
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Cats,
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changing
dogs pleasure.
deal more contentment
articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical In' Therefore, we look within for our men who found themselves financially other animals, are fond of music. But In looking good
and
furniture,
down
then
up."
embarrassed might find shelter. That no animals appear to suffer so much
PILLS
struments.
5we.ee and happiness and we value a
X
year 1700 or thereabouts. from keen, harsh'sounds as dogs, and
clear conscience abovo rubles. We was in thetrustees
Good Advice.
of the Institution
sort harmonies.
A
more
in
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all possmooth,
"value above loves, lands and honors Now the
Willie Papa, Fido was just hit by
of the are advertising for inmates. Those soothing "diapason movement" Is the
sort of things, they have come to be finders of the best
t bat inner quiet, the
sible
a taxi.
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A.kfi
universal n.pirlt witnessing with ours eligible are wholesale traders Inwho by kind of music most agreeable to the
b'wni'U
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.twr I1HANU Mil.., im Hi
,
need.
Pap All riKht, Willie telephone
accident or misfortune are
J yftftf.fciiownM te!.b'lt,Alwykrlial'i
intelligent dog.
tijiii ai' in well It" matter what yaw-fv
Tb Pathfinder.
ft Uai'ionntm.
ThPr are
provisos.
In Nautilus.
Two dirty, ragged little boys and a
filrty, ragged white pup created a lot
of fun fn Wall street the other day.
Just where they came from and how
such an odd trio ever found Its way
to the heart of the New York financial
district were mysteries which none
cared about solving In the Joy of
watching their antics. The pup, It
seems, was the bone of contention
between the youngsters, each having
a perfectly good claim to it, which hs
asserted with might and main. The
first seen of them was when a
little dog, with the "kids' 'In
pursuit, came running toward Wall
street from the direction of the curb
market. A passing truck blocked the
pup's progress, and both children fell
pon it. Each sought to hear it away
In a different direction, until it seemed that each would have to satisfy
Ihimself with an end of the dog. Eqaul-Jmatched In strength, the youngsters made no headway, so with one
accord they let go of the dog and
eought to rend each other. The pup
took advantage of the fight to lope
Broadway, and it was half-wathere before the boys discovered its
absence. Abandoning their difficulties
they set out In pursuit. A large
crowd followed, and when the dog was
overhauled the same performance was
gone through again. After this bad
been repeated half a dozen times, and
the whole Wall street district had
been covered, an officer of an animal
society appeared and took the cur.
The dog and the crowd thus won but
the "kids" lost.
I

wild-eye-

He was a theatrical lover, and she
didn't like his style In the least, for
he was constant In his devotion,
which made matters worse. She bad
tried gentle means to get rid of him,
but he had disregarded them with
painful persistency.
"Dear one," he exclaimed, hurling
himself tragically at her feet, "I love
Will you
My life Is yours!
you!
take it?"
She did, and not like a murderess,
but she responded, with calm determination:

Benjamin Franklin sagely said:
"Dost thou love life? Then do not
squander time, for that is the stuff
life is made of!" Franklin not only
understood the value of time, but
put a price upon it that made others
appreciate its worth.
A man came in one day and picked
up a book that he wished to purchase.
ine price mat tne cierK asKea was
not satisfactory. He insisted on seeing the proprietor.
Mr. Franklin hurried from the rear
of the store at the clerks sum
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J. E.

WILL HOLD 130 TONS AND WILL
BE THE FIRST TO EE USED

aed

Rye,

tie

To tie Corbett Sanitary Dairy com- any wia go tae honorW iaring been
tie first concern or individual to
erect a silo ia San Miguel county.
Fred Corbett, proprietor ol the dairy,
today made final arrangements for
the purchase of a sao of 130 tons capacity tirotigh J. G. Sayles, repre
sentative of the Littleton Creamery
company. The sale was negotiated
through local agents for tie concern
and Mr. Sayles secured the signa
ture to the contract. The dairy also
purchased a complete dairy equip
ment which
make it the most up- concern of the kind in New

dtil-I- 7

tie ixtty. of course.

Moor

Me-

morial Episcopal cflarck will hold its
repilar meetinj Tuesday afternoon at
I;"! o'elock at tie no me of Mrs. F.
If. Lyia, 40S XiticsiLi avenue.

to-da-

Tie Eoeeatial Furaitnre compaay Mesico.
iaa installed: a nw salesman in its
The silo is of the stave variety,
store who la w1 experienced ia tie which has been fraud far more suc
faraitrr easiness. Eia name Is T. cessful than cement or any other
W Maiiemaa of West Virginia.
material It is rUei-neafter a
model

1-

-

S

,.i

j
i

I

i

!

OLD RELIABLE

-- 1

AAA

which naa oeen used In Nebraska with great success. Mr. Cor
bett expects to demonstrate the ad
vantages of the ose of ensilage for
feeding dairy stock and his plant is
likely to become a demonstration
farm for tie advancement of the pop
ularity of the silo. He expects to
have his silo erected an in operation
by the time the 1013 crops are ready
for cutting.

F. Grim will deiiver two
ojiy.
sermons tomorrow at tie Ciristian

j

tiff

rgilar

morninz service and

tie

atier at tie evening services. Tie
aiifiadaace aaa beea good for tie
past wee's and Rev. Mr. Grim iaa
many interesting sermons.

deliYwed

BAIN WAGON

O. L.

Cregrry yesteriay

lost o e

of his best 'td most faithful friends
collie that
wnea Poodle, tie
Hamilton club
Sua iseea fcis eo&ii..n- - companion for! Tbe 0'Wa"?r an-ti past j Tears, die ci obi age. I kai keen organized under the name
T"a rtrtr was Wii U'TiOW! VT a jjlf1 gt Lur 3uoiiit:&a jiru a iiiuictiv; uuj
nCroad men of tae c:ry and ill be of Las Vegas, and membership tick-et- a
have been printed. Last night the
missed by all ti parrocs cf tjres- met and a number of fast bouts
club
haZL
orr'a pool
were staged. Yonn? Hite worked out
under the direction of Hamilton and
At a meeting o tie boani of
ot tie La Vegas Commer- showed up in good form. On Next
cial ciuii. wliiei will be held Monday Monday night at the O'Malley "gym"
eres-ji- S
ia tie cmi rooms, Secre- the club will meet again and a numtary Gcrs A. F:em:-- g wjf formal- ber of fast bouts will be put on by
ly cira ever ius office to his suc- members of the clua. The general
cessor, W. H. Stars. Other business public is invited to attend this exhiof iaiponaace win come npt Every bition. A number of business men of
menuer of tie board is requested to the city have agreed to support the
venture and plana are now being
Se present.
made to get a more suitable location
Tisi buggy belonging to tie Agua for the club. On March 17, Young
Para compaay aid driven by Frank Hite and Benny Chavez will be
Winers, collector far tiat corpora-tio-tt matched here under the auspices of
broke down this morning in tie club. On this occasion other
front of Marpiey's drag store. Tie athletic exhibitions will be given by
c
areakia? ct tie rear axle- was tie the club, such as wrestling,
and
work, parallel tar work
euise of tie smash. Fortunately the
horse waa not frightened, and Win- other stunts. Only members of the
ters removed tie harness from the dab will be allowed to attend this
asixal aad dispatcher h? Buggy to exhibition, and every one is urged to
f
join before tbe bout is staged.
tie biaeksmit! shop.
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CHASE
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GOOD PROGRAM
HjSV. E. Percy Silver, secretary of the USUAL
i
will
of tie Southwest,
AT BAPTIST CHURCH
preach. Mr. Silver has a national
a a preaoier and we are
to have him with. us. Everybody ia most cordially invited. Mr. GOOD MUSIC WILL BE FURNISHED FOR THE EVENING SERStiver will speak oa tie afternoon of
VICE TOMORROW.
tie same day to tie students of tie
school and the students of the
XonnaL
According to a custom inaugurated
recently the First Baptist church toTonight at tie Y. M. C- - A. another morrow evening will make the feataeries of tie Monday School Basket- ure of its evening service a musical
ball league will be p'taced in addition program. The church orchestra will
ta the Iadiaa boys' game. There will play and various talented musicians
be four games during tie evening, will furnish solos. The public is instarang at 7 o'clock. In the Sunday vited to attend the services. The
School Ieajrie tie Methodists have program as announced today by Rev.
won everv game played, bat tonight N. B. Green, the pastor, is aa folt'aey expect to piay harder than ever, lows:
as they ar playing a new class ot
Hyma, "Abide With Me, choir and
stars tiis evening. The a .mission to congregation.
Hymn, "How Firm a Foundation,"
tiiese sntn-'- s will be 13 cents.
choir and congregation.
Invocatioa, tiie pastor.
j
Hyma, "Gird On Your Armor,"
Laaa-dry
"I maca prefer Stan
j choir and corgregatton.
service to tome "t&under-ta- s.
Scriptural reading, by the pastor.
Solo, "A Little Bit of Ixve." Mrs.
t!se color is better and

The postoffice at Red Rock in
Grant county will be discontinued after March 15. AH mail must he addressed to Lordsburg. after that date.
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503 Main.
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German Turn-

Goffe.Cake
(American

Round Dozen club held their
regular weekly Bowing party with
Mrs. Clifford $. Losey.
Delightful
refreshments brought to a close an

'interesting afternoon.

Lady Locks
Fresh Vegetables

TOMORROW
at the Y. M. C A.
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Tonisht
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TRY US ONCE

Las Vegas Sieara

J. C. Johnsen
LocaJ

&

Exclusive Agents.

Son

Jefferson Raynolda, President.
E. D. Raynolda, Vice President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
S.; B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. AssasHant

I

i

Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
'
Capital,

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Pkofits

35, 00f'

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-- ,
r. commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

interest Paid on

Ttzria

DeposHs

THERE IS NO LIE ON TIIE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"ins quality runny
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you wsvnt the highest
quality in canned fruits

M J. II. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating- Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People!
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
Some four years ago we adopted the name

Cream Puffs

the

I

All With the Sturgis Luxury Back

SPECIALS

the members

Thursday afternoon,

V

NEW SILVER GREY CARTS
NEW REED SIDE CARTS.

SATURDAY'S

Boston Brown
Bread

of

See the New Styles

ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Announcements and offering.
Hymn, "Ship Ahoy," choir and congregation.
Twenty minute sermon, "The Man
With a Record
Hymn. "Hear Our. Prayer," choir,
and congregation.

j

hot air drying
ia tie only sanitary wsy or
drr'.2.T c'oties. tisa we iroa
tie r.at pi?ees wash, dry and
t!4 fat work.
Ctir

housekeeping
electric lights.

H. M. Northrup.

clothes last longer."

--

mm a), store
awi

FOR RENT isuite
rooms, first floor,

i

ti

V Be Sure and

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

j

.Coffees cr Teas
rHEN YOU ABLE TIRED

VE-

At 1 o'clock today Major S. P.
Flint, one of the pioneers of the city,
died at his home. Major Flint had
been in failing health all winter, advanced age being the chief cause of
his death. He was 81 years of age
and had spent the last 23 years in
Las Vegas. He was born In Washington county, Ohio, and spent his
younger days at that place, moving
to Delevan, 111. When at the age of
24, Major Flint was engaged In the
wholesale business at That place.
Later he moved to Kansas and entered the real estate business where
he remained until moving to New
Mexico 25 years ago. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Anna Flint, who
resides here, and also other relatives
in the city. Major Flint was well
known in New Mexico and has many
friends who mourn his death. The
funeral services will be held from
J. C. Johnsen's chapel tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock

SATISFIES
iii
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co j
gas

I

PIONEER RESIDENT - F LAS
GAS DIES TODAY AFTER
A LONG ILLNESS.

Oa Tuesday next at 7:3') o'clock p.
ia Sc. Paal'a Mecornil church, the

The Best and Cheapest
on the Market.

P. FLINT IS

CLAIMED BY DEATH

ai.r

Steel-Go-Car- ls
3

j

calis-theni-

1913

STURGIS

During the month of February
parcels post packages were received and 918 dispatched through
the .East Las Vegas postoffice, mat
Ing a total of 3,461 handled during
February. This is an increase of 196
parcels over January, notwithstanding there were three less days. There
w(ere only 22 working days In the
month, which woulu make an average
of 157 parcels uandled throi'.gh the
office every working day.
Every imaginable thing has been
sent through the mail. Among these
were cream, outter, eggs, guns and
air kinds of merchandise. This morning the postmaster receiveu orders to
deliver special delivery parcels post
mail. By putting a special delivery
stamp on a parcel it will be delivered
Immediately on receipt at any office.
July 1 a C. O. D. feature will be In
augurated. After that date it will be
possible to send a shipment of goods
and have the price of the goods collected on delivery and returned at
once to the shipper. This will be a
great convenience to both shipper
and purchaser. The parcel post sys
tem Is far more popular than Its
most sanguine friends anticipated.

2--

Qros5. Kellv & Co.

JUST ARRIVED

POST

INNOVATION
MADE BY POSTAL
EAST LAS VEDEPARTMENT;
GAS BUSINESS GROWS.

IN SAN MIGUEL COUNTY.

Ti Ladies Giild o' St Paul's

lfc

BY PARCELS

The new

has resigned iis posi
tion witi tie Saata Fe Railray company aa aiaha ticket agct aad baa
!wa sTiceediI d? A. EL

A

DELIVERY

ax 6:4')

Trj a. draai of Old Tajlor
ai tie Cuera. Bar. Adv.
Flsci'a Goioan. Waddiag
ia tie wooi Eirect frcsa

1913.

SPECIAL

INSTALL BIG SILO
J

1,
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CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the above main principles of modern dairying designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
milk-

-

That we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in

which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling rooni was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.
The very (insanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few, minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bactor another in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached inilk room mokes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

eria of one kind

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
Le.8 Vena.

'V

South Pacific St.

FRED E. CORBETT
Prep,

Phone Main

7

1

312

i

BAUCHER'S
"The Coffee Wan"

EVERYDQQY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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